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ABSTRACT This paper introduces an innovative passive topology of bandpass (BP) negative group
delay (NGD) electrical circuit implemented with symmetric H-tree network. The multi-port topology of BP
NGD circuit is originally represented by a resistorless H-tree constituted by lumped LC-passive network.
Until now, the NGD electronic circuits available in the literature are implemented by two-port circuits which
are using either resistive elements or distributed microstrip topologies. In the present investigation, the
feasibility of the modelling, design, fabrication and test of unfamiliar BP NGD original H-tree circuits.
The main objective of the study is to identify analytically the existence of the BP NGD function with the
resistorless H-tree circuit. Because of its simplicity and the analytical equation compactness, the uncommon
approach of tensorial analysis of networks (TAN) is used in the paper. After the branch and mesh analyses,
the impedance matrix of the resistorless H-tree is elaborated. Hence, the resistorless H-tree equivalent
S-matrix is established by means of impedance to scattering matrix transform. The BP NGD analysis in
function of the inductance and capacitance parameters constituting the H-tree circuit is presented. Then,
the main steps of the BP NGD investigation are described. The existence of BP NGD behavior in function
of the adequate transmission parameters is identified by the consideration of the canonical form. To validate
the BP NGD behavior, a proof of concept (POC) of LC-network based resistorless and symmetrical
tree prototype is designed, fabricated and measured. Comparison results between well-correlated TAN
calculation, simulation and experimentation are discussed.

INDEX TERMS Tensorial analysis of networks (TAN), Kron’s formalism, bandpass negative group
delay (NGD), resistorless topology, lumped H-tree, symmetric multi-port circuit, S-parameter modeling,
LC-network passive circuit.

I. INTRODUCTION
The group delay (GD) effect is susceptible to penalize
the communication delay system in addition to the noise
effect [1]. This particular parameter can play an important
role for the enhancement of signal processing [2]. More

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Dušan Grujić .

unfamiliar function related to the GD attracted the attention
of electronic circuit and system engineers when it presents a
negative sign [3]–[17].

Thanks to the negative GD (NGD) function, an equaliza-
tion and compensation of GD and signal delay were intro-
duced [3]–[4]. However, the NGD function remains one
of the most unfamiliar electronic function for the research
design engineers. Therefore, progressive studies were being
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conducted by few research teams around the world about the
design of the NGD circuits [3]–[15]. Transitively, the mean-
ing of NGD effect was basically highlighted with time
domain experimentations [5]–[11]. It was observed that the
NGD function enables to propagate a smoothed signal with
rise and failing edge in time advance equal to the NGD
value [5]–[11]. This counterintuitive function does not con-
tradict the causality principle [5], [6]. Various families of
electronic and microwave circuits based on lumped RC and
RLC components [12], [13] and metamaterial left-handed
structures [14], [15] exhibiting NGD effect were designed.
It was pointed out that the time-advance effect related to
the NGD effect present a certain time limit [16]. Therefore,
simpler approach of NGD analysis was necessary for the non-
specialist further familiarity. An analogy between the filter
theory and NGD function with the introduction of low-pass
and bandpass NGD concept was initiated [17]. But, until now,
the existing topologies of NGD lumped circuit are limited
to two-port system using resistance elements. In the present
study, we are targeting to overcome this NGD circuit theory
limited to two-port into a multi-port structure as symmetric
H-tree. Before the NGD investigation, it would be necessary
to describe a brief state of the art on the H-tree interconnect
structures.

The H-tree topology was regularized and deployed by
the electronic circuit designers for the electronic and
optical signal distributions [18]–[24]. The H-tree intercon-
nects [20]–[24] enable to share certain signals as clock
distribution with beneficial simplicity of synchronization.
Moreover, further tree topologies [25]–[29] were also intro-
duced for data distribution of different devices as multiphase
clock multiplexer, DACs with arbitrary number of levels and
clock tree routers. However, the modelling of tree structures
against the delay constraints [27], [28] remains an open chal-
lenge for the electronic circuit design engineers. Therefore,
further modelling methodology related to the tree topology
responses prediction must be developed. One of the less
deployed ways of the tree interconnect modelling was sug-
gested recently in [29] by considering the tensorial analysis
networks (TAN).

We would like to exploit this TAN approach for inves-
tigating the possibility to predict the NGD function with
H-tree topology in the present paper. In the other words,
the present study is double-side original on the identification
of innovative H-tree topology exhibiting NGD effect and the
TAN modelling. In difference to the existing works on the
NGD circuit design which are limited to two-port topology
[3]–[17], in the best of the authors’ knowledge, a first study
on NGD topology implemented with multi-port system is
developed in the present paper. As a rigorous method, the
analytical approach of the NGD H-tree topology will be
developed via the unfamiliar TAN formalism based on the
Kron’s method [29]–[36].

In brief, the TAN approach was initiated in 1930s for the
analysis of electrical machines [30]. This unfamiliar TAN
formalism was exploited [31]–[35] to solve electromagnetic

compatibility problem of electronic and electrical complex
systems. More recently, the potential of TAN formalism
became an opportunity to develop, with fast and accurate ana-
lytical modelling methods, star tree interconnect lines [29].
The TAN method was also exploited to develop S-parameter
model of multi-port system as coaxial cable networks in very
few calculation steps [36].

In the present paper, an innovative modelling of NGD
analysis for an H-tree lumped circuit topology is inves-
tigated. The main novelties of the paper are itemed as
follows:
• So far, the research work accomplished on the NGD
circuit design are strictly limited to two-port topologies
5]–[17], [37]. The shortcoming of the NGD topol-
ogy study is the focus on the two-port aspect. How-
ever, no research work is currently available on NGD
four-port topology. In the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, a first study on NGD topology implemented
with four-port circuit is developed in the present
paper.

• In addition to the previous point, the NGD electronic
circuits available in the literature were implemented by
two-port resistive lumped element circuits or distributed
microstrip topologies [5]–[17], [37]. In difference to the
performed study, the considered NGD four-port topol-
ogy is constituted by resistorless and symmetric H-tree
composed by LC-passive network.

• Then, the S-parameter modelling of the NGD H-tree
topology is based on the analytical approach by means
of the unfamiliar TAN formalism corresponding to the
Kron’s method.

The circuit is representing a four-port symmetric structure.
To study the BP NGD behavior of the innovative lumped
H-tree topology, the paper is mainly organized in five differ-
ent sections:
• Section II is focused on the S-matrix modelling of the
lumped H-tree topology by means of the unfamiliar
TAN formalism. The H-tree topology is originally con-
stituted by a resistorless LC-network. The methodol-
ogy of TAN formalism for the analysis of multi-port
topology represented by a symmetric H-tree is
described.

• Section III is defining the analysismethodology of anBP
NGD ideal response. The main specifications allowing
to identify a BP NGD function are recalled.

• Section IV identifies originally one of the H-tree trans-
mission coefficients as an unfamiliar bandpass NGD
function characterization for. The basic specifications of
the bandpass NGD function are presented.

• Section V is focused on the innovative validation
results. A resistorless and symmetric H-tree circuit
proof of concept consisted of LC network will be
described. Comparison between simulation and mea-
surement of the GD and S-parameter responses will be
discussed.

• Then, Section VI is the final conclusion.
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II. S-MATRIX MODELLING OF THE SYMMETRIC LUMPED
H-TREE WITH TAN FORMALISM
This section describes the S-matrix modelling methodology
of the consideredmulti-port topology. The TANmethodology
will be introduced. The different steps of the modelling will
be developed for the extraction of the S-matrix model of the
lumped H-tree.

A. METHODOLOGY OF TAN MODELLING
To treat an electrical problem of lumped H-tree circuit,
the TAN formalism can be described by the following steps:

• Step 1: It consists on the problem formulation by defin-
ing the electric circuit representing the multi-port topol-
ogy by indicating the unknown branch currents.

• Step 2: This step is focused on the graph translation of
the circuit defined in the previous step. The topologi-
cal parameters must be identified in order to classify
the sizes of the tensorial variables necessary for the
modelling.

• Step 3: The branch space analysis should constitute this
step which consists in the description of the branch
voltage, the branch current and the branch impedance
of the graph established in Step 2.

• Step 4: The mesh space analysis is necessary to reduce
the size of the problem defined in the branch space. The
mesh voltage, mesh current and mesh impedance are
expressed in this step.

• Step 5: The metric of the tensorial problem must be
written in this step. The main unknown are the mesh
currents. The solution of the problemmay be formulated
at this stage in function of the problem complexity.

• Step 6: The impedance or admittance matrix can be
extracted in this step from the mesh impedance.

• Step 7: The S-matrix model of the multi-port topology
can be expressed in this step by means of the impedance
of admittance matrix.

• Step 8: The NGD analysis can be realized in the final
step, which must be preceded by the phase and GD
formulations.

The work flow of Fig. 1 summarizes the methodology of the
TAN approach applied to the H-tree modelling. It is con-
stituted by successive phases integrating the different steps
previously described.

The application of these steps for the resistorless octopole
modelling will be explored in the next subsection.

B. TAN MODELLING OF RESISTORLESS AND SYMMETRIC
LUMPED H-TREE
The H-tree problem will be formulated in the following para-
graph. The unfamiliar TAN will be focused on a typical four-
port system.

1) STEP1: TOPOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION
The four-port topology represented by H-tree circuit is repre-
sented as a symmetric topology shown in Fig. 2. The voltage

FIGURE 1. Work flow illustrating the different phases of the TAN
approach.

FIGURE 2. Topology of the resistorless and symmetric lumped-network
H-tree under study.

sources are connected at port, k via node Mk with k =
1, 2, 3, 4. The analytical representation of this tree topology
will be elaborated with TAN formalism.

The analytical modelling of this H-tree topology depends
on the identification of constituting elementary element
equivalent impedance or admittances. The circuit is excited
by the electrical voltage sources Uk=1,2,3,4 connected at
access port k .
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The considered topology is constituted by identical series
inductor Lk = L connected in the parallel branches
between nodes M1M3 and nodes M2M4 which presents the
impedance:

Zk=1,2(jω) = Z (jω) = jωL. (1)

A coupling capacitor C0 connects the nodes M3M4 which
presents the admittance:

Yc(jω) = jωC0 (2)

and shunt capacitor Ck=1,2 = C connecting the nodes M3 to
ground, and M4 to ground which presents the admittance:

Yk=1,2(jω) = Y (jω) = jωC . (3)

2) STEP2: TAN GRAPH REPRESENTATION AND
TOPOLOGICAL PARAMETRIZATION
The TAN graph equivalent to the H-tree topology introduced
in Fig. 2 is drawn in Fig. 3. The topological parameters of
the established TAN represented by the numbers of branch,
nodes, mesh and port, is addressed in Table 1.

FIGURE 3. TAN graph equivalent of topology introduced in Fig. 2.

TABLE 1. Topological parameters of the graph introduced in Fig. 3.

By denoting the angular frequency variable, ω, the number
of ports suggests that four-dimension S-matrix is necessary
to model this topology:

Smk (jω) =


S11 (jω) S12 (jω) S13 (jω) S14 (jω)
S21 (jω) S22 (jω) S23 (jω) S24 (jω)
S31 (jω) S32 (jω) S33 (jω) S34 (jω)
S41 (jω) S42 (jω) S43 (jω) S44 (jω)

 . (4)

3) STEP3: BRANCH SPACE ANALYSIS
The branch space covariant voltage and contravariant cur-
rent of this H-tree topology can be written as, respectively
(a, b =1,2,. . . ,7):

Va(jω) =
[
V1(jω) V2(jω) V3(jω) V4(jω) 0 0 0

]
(5)

Ib(jω) =



I1(jω)
I2(jω)
I3(jω)
I4(jω)
I5(jω)
I6(jω)
I7(jω)


. (6)

These key variables are linked to the twice covariant branch
impedance written in equation (7).

6ab(jω)=



Z (jω) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Z (jω) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
1

Y (jω)
0 0

0 0 0 0 0
1

Y (jω)
0

0 0 0 0 0 0
1

Yc(jω)


(7)

4) STEP4: MESH SPACE ANALYSIS
Themesh space covariant voltage and contravariant current of
the Y-tree can be written as, respectively (q, r = 1, 2, . . . , 5):

Xq(jω) =
[
X1(jω) X2(jω) X3(jω) X4(jω) X5(jω)

]
(8)

J r (jω) =


J1(jω)
J2(jω)
J3(jω)
J4(jω)
J5(jω)

 . (9)

In order to determine these mesh space variables (voltage,
current, impedance) from the branch space ones, we need
the proceed with the adequate relationship. The quantity
designated connectivity matrix constitutes the adequate solu-
tion allowing to determine the mesh variables. Emphatically,
the branch to mesh connectivity of graph shown in Fig. 3 is
given by:

Cb
r =



1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 −1 0 1
0 1 0 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 1


. (10)

The mesh impedance of the H-tree topology derived from
two-rank tensors (8) and (11) is given in equation (11)
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with:

0km(jω) =



Z1(jω) 0
1

Y (jω)
0

−1
Y (jω)

0 Z1(jω) 0
1

Y (jω)
1

Y (jω)
1

Y (jω)
0

1
Y (jω)

0
−1
Y (jω)

0
1

Y (jω)
0

1
Y (jω)

1
Y (jω)

−1
Y (jω)

1
Y (jω)

−1
Y (jω)

2
Y (jω)

Zc(jω)


(11)

Z1(jω) = Z (jω)+
1

Y (jω)
. (12)

5) STEP5: IMPEDANCE MATRIX EXTRACTION
By proceeding similar to the impedance matrix extraction
introduced in [37], we can determine the Z-matrix of our
topology. We denote the Laplace variable, s = jω. and the
indices, {q, r} = 1, . . . , 4. Accordingly, the H-tree topology
impedance matrix extracted from previous expression (11) is
written as:

�qr (s) =


W (s) Yc(s) Yt (s) Yc(s)
Yc(s) W (s) Yc(s) Yt (s)
Yt (s) Yc(s) Yt (s) Yc(s)
Yc(s) Yt (s) Yc(s) Yt (s)


D�(s)

(13)

with:
Yt (s) = Y (s)+ Yc(s)
W (s) = Y (s) [1+ [2Yc(s)+ Y (s)]Z (s)]+ 2Yc(s)
D�(s) = Y (s) [Y (s)+ 2Yc(s)]

(14)

6) STEP6: S-MATRIX CALCULATION
With the Z-to-Smatrix transform, the S-matrix extraction was
performed via the relationship [36]:

Sqs (s) = [�st (s)−4st ]×
[
�qt (s)+4qt

]−1 (15)

by denoting R0 =50 �, the general reference impedance of
access ports can be written as:

4st =


R0 0 0 0
0 R0 0 0
0 0 R0 0
0 0 0 R0

 . (16)

Because of symmetry, we remind that the P-size square
S-matrix:

Sqs (s) =


S11 (s) S21 (s) S31 (s) S31 (s)
S21 (s) S22 (s) S31 (s) S31 (s)
S31 (s) S31 (s) S33 (s) S34 (s)
S31 (s) S31 (s) S43 (s) S33 (s)

 . (17)

Subsequently, the targeted S-matrix of the symmetric H-tree
under study can be calculated from equations (13) and (15).

7) STEP7: NGD ANALYSIS
At the beginning of NGD analysis, it would be important to
define the condition between the parameters of the circuit
or system topology under study where the NGD behavior
can exist and also the associated reflection and transmission
coefficients, Skk (jω), and S

m
k (jω), respectively.

By denoting Re(z) and Im(z) the real and imaginary parts of
complex number, z, the magnitude of the S-matrix elements
is written as:

Smk (ω) =
∣∣Smk (jω)∣∣ =

√
Re
{
num

[
Smk (jω)

]}2
+

Im
{
num

[
Smk (jω)

]}2√
Re
{
den

[
Smk (jω)

]}2
+

Im
{
den

[
Smk (jω)

]}2
(18)

with: {
num

[
Smk (jω)

]
= numerator

[
Smk (jω)

]
den

[
Smk (jω)

]
= denomin ator

[
Smk (jω)

] . (19)

The GD is one of the less deployed key parameters for
evaluating the enveloped signal delay propagating from any
port k to any other port m of a given multi-port system. In the
present study, our main interest is focused on the case where
k 6= m. In other words, we would like to express the GD
from transmission coefficients, Smk (jω). The angular phase
associated to these transmission coefficients are defined by:

ϕmk (ω) = Arg
[
Smk (jω)

]
= Arctan

{
Im
[
Smk (jω)

]
Re
[
Smk (jω)

]} . (20)

The corresponding GD of signal propagating from port k to
port m is given by the equation:

GDmk (ω) = −
∂ϕmk (ω)

∂ω
. (21)

The detailed NGD analysis of the resistorless octopole
from the previous transmission coefficient will be established
in the following section.

III. BP NGD ANALYSIS OF RESISTORLESS AND
SYMMETRIC H-TREE
The present section introduces the general specifications
of NGD function. The basic analytical equations from the
S-matrix established in the previous TAN approach will be
exploited.

A. BP NGD FUNCTION SPECIFICATION
Once the GD expression in equation (21) is defined, the NGD
analysis can be started with following steps.

1) STEP1: NGD EXISTENCE CONDITION
The initial step consists in proving the existence of NGD
which can be analytically formulated by the inequation with
unknown the interval of ω:

GD(ω) < 0. (22)
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If this condition is not satisfied, it means that we are facing to
completely positive group delay (PGD) system as the cases
of classical RC- and LC-filters. Then, the conclusion can be
made and it is not necessary to continue the next steps.

2) STEP2: NGD VALUE
This step consists in the identification of NGD center angular
frequenciesωo where theNGD can reach itsminimal negative
value. If there is a frequency band where the GD can be
negative, it would be important to identify the NGD center
angular frequencies ωo where the NGD can reach its minimal
negative value:

GDmin = GD(ωo) < 0. (23)

For the case of ωo = 0, the system is classified as low-
pass NGD function. The mathematical equation is not always
mathematically easy to solve especially for the case of
electrical system constituted by distributed and non-linear
topologies. Even if we place under the case of linear circuit
constituted only by lumped R, L and C elements, the expres-
sions of GD are usually constituted by polynomial equations
with at least degree two. To avoid the mathematical road-
blocks, the NGD engineer can proceed with any numerical
solvers and also proceed by intuition for the case of complex
topologies.

3) STEP3: NGD BANDWIDTH
Fig. 4 represents the GD ideal response of BP NGD function.
The NGD center frequency is denoted ωo whereas the NGD
cut-off frequencies are ωa,b, which are the roots of equation:

GD(ω) = 0. (24)

As seen in Fig. 4, we take, for example, ωa < ωb. The NGD
bandwidth can be determined by the relation:

1ωNGD = ωb − ωa. (25)

The GD is ideally specified by:
GD(ω < ωa) > 0
GD(ωa < ω < ωb) < 0
GD(ωb < ω) > 0

(26)

In addition to theGD, the levels of reflection and transmission
coefficients must be assessed.

FIGURE 4. Ideal response of BP NGD function.

4) STEP4: REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS
At this stage of NGD analysis, it is necessary to come back to
the S-parameter investigation. Fig. 4 represents ideal spec-
ifications of the unfamiliar BP NGD response. Inside the
NGD bandwidth, attention must be paid on the transmission
coefficient which should not too much attenuated. For exam-
ple, we can denote the attenuation limit, A, according to the
targeted field of applications. Subsequently, theNGD loss can
be formulated with the following condition:∣∣Smk (jω)∣∣ = ∣∣Smk (jω)∣∣min > A. (27)

It is interesting to note because of Kramer-Koenig theorem,
that mostly for the linear circuits we have simultaneously:

τmin = GD(ωo) < 0 (28)∣∣Smk (jω)∣∣min =
∣∣Smk (jωo)∣∣ . (29)

The inverse conditionmust be checked if the targeted applica-
tion system is sensitive to access mismatching. The reflection
coefficient must satisfy the following condition for a given
maximal reflection limitB (mostly fixed at− 10 dB according
to RF and microwave engineering standards):∣∣Smk (jω)∣∣ = ∣∣Smk (jω)∣∣min < B. (30)

B. BP NGD INVESTIGATION VIA THE IDENTIFICATION OF
CANONICAL FORM
The BP NGD analysis of the resistorless H-tree can be per-
formed by considering the canonical form.

1) ELEMENTARY RESPONSE FOR THE BP NGD ANALYSIS
To identify analytically the BP NGD function of the H-tree
topology, we can consider the general case of the transmission
coefficient represented as a transfer function (TF):

T (jω) = Smk (jω). (31)

Therefore, for sake of simplification, because of tree multi-
symmetric behavior, for k 6= m, all the transmission phases
are identical:

ϕ(ω) = ϕmk (ω) (32)

GD(ω) = GDmk (ω). (33)

The identification can be made by the determination of
the mathematical parameters as defined in the following
paragraphs.

2) CANONICAL FORM
The canonical form of elementary BP NGD TF is defined by
the second order polynomial formula [37]:

T (s) =
s2 + ωηs+ ω2

0

s2 + ωψ s+ ω2
0

(34)

with the characteristic parameters, NGD center frequency,
ω0, and also the transmittance attenuation, A, and the GD,
τ0, by the formulas:

ωη =
2(A− 1)
τ0

(35)
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ωψ =
2(A− 1)
Aτ0

. (36)

The previously introduced TF represents a BP NGD function
of passive topology when A < 1 and τ0 < 0. The magnitude
given in equation (18) is transformed as:

T (ω) = |T (jω)| =

√
(ω2

0 − ω
2)2 + ω2

ηω
2√

(ω2
0 − ω

2)2 + ω2
ψω

2
. (37)

The associated to TF transmission phase derived from equa-
tion (20) is given by:

ϕ(ω) = arctan

(
ωηω

ω2
0 − ω

2

)
− arctan

(
ωψω

ω2
0 − ω

2

)
. (38)

The GD defined in equation (21) becomes:

GD(ω) =

(ωψ − ωη)(ω2
+ ω2

0)[
ω4
− (ωηωψ + 2ω2

0)ω
2
+ ω4

0

][
ω4
+ (ω2

η − 2ω2
0)ω

2
+ ω4

0

]
[
ω4
+ (ω2

ψ − 2ω2
0)ω

2
+ ω4

0

] . (39)

3) BP NGD CHARACTERIZATION
At the frequency, ω = ω0, the GD expressed previously is
simplified as:

GD(ω0) =
2(ωη − ωψ )
ωηωψ

. (40)

By taking into account the parameters defined in equations
(24) and (39), this formula is reduced to:

GD(ω0) = τ0. (41)

This last relation explains that if τ0 < 0, we have a BP NGD
function. As demonstrated in [37], the NGD cut-off frequen-
cies are the root of equation GD(ω) = 0. By considering the
GD expressed in equation (39), the NGD cut-off frequencies
associated to the H-tree topology can be formulated as:

ωa =

√√√√
ω2
0 +

ωηωψ −

√
ωηωψ (4ω2

0 + ωηωψ )

2
(42)

ωb =

√√√√
ω2
0 +

ωηωψ +

√
ωηωψ (4ω2

0 + ωηωψ )

2
. (43)

Moreover, the TF given in equation (37) will be reduced to:

T (ω = ω0) = A. (44)

The feasibility of NGD circuit design with respect to NGD,
insertion and reflection coefficient specificationsmust be ver-
ified. To materialize the feasibility of the developed TAN and
NGD theory, an example of LC network based resistorless
H-tree will be investigated in the next section.

IV. NGD ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE LC-NETWORK
BASED RESISTORLESS H-TREE
The BP NGD behavior of the resistorless H-tree is explored
in the present section. The NGD analysis following the pre-
viously described methodology will be carried out based on
BP NGD specifications. The canonical form of BP NGD
transmission coefficient is introduced.

A. RELFECTION COEFFICIENTS
This subsection is focused on the NGD specific analytical
investigation. The expressions of the S-parameters will be
explored. The reflection and transmission coefficients corre-
sponding to the previously established S-parameters can be
established in function of Laplace variable, s. The reflection
coefficients are given by:

S11 (s) = S22 (s) =
N11(s)
D11(s)

(45)

S33 (s) = S44 (s) =
N33(s)
D33(s)

(46)

with:

N11(s) = s.


C2L2R20s

3
− C2R40s+ 2C0CL2R20s

3
+

2CL2R0s2 + 2CLR20s− 2C0CR40s−
2CR30 + 2C0L2R0s2 + L2s+
2C0LR20s+ 2LR0 − 2C0R30


(47)

D11(s) = D33(s) =


[
CLR0s2 + (L + CR20)s+ 2R0

][
2R0 + R0L(C + 2C0)s2

+(L + (C + 2C0)R20)s

] 
(48)

N33(s) = s


2R0

[
L − R20(C + C0)

]
+[

L2 − 2R20L(C + C0)− R40C(C + 2C0)
]
s

−R0LC(C + 2C0)(2R0 + Ls)s2


(49)

B. TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS
The analytical expressions of the transmission coefficients
are:

S12 (s) = S21 (s) = S34 (s) = S43 (s) =
2C0R30s

D21(s)
(50)

S13 (s) = S31 (s) = S24 (s) = S42 (s) =
N31(s)
D31(s)

(51)

S14 (s) = S41 (s) = S23 (s) = S32 (s) =
N41(s)
D41(s)

(52)

S34 (s) = S43 (s) =
N43(s)
D43(s)

(53)

with:

N31(s) = 2R0

{
R0L(C + C0)s2+[
L + R20(C + C0)

]
s+ 2R0

}
(54)

N41(s) = 2R20C0s(R0 + Ls) (55)

N23(s) = 2R0C0s(R0 + Ls)2 (56)

D43(s) = D41(s) = D31(s) = D21(s) = D11(s) (57)
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C. TRANSMISSION PHASE RESPONSE EXPRESSIONS
The transmission phases associated to the transmission
coefficients in equations (50) to (53) are expressed as,
respectively:

ϕ21 (ω) =
π

2
− ϕ0(ω) (58)

ϕ31 (ω) = arctan

[
(R20C + L)ω

2R0 − R0L(C + C0)ω2

]
− ϕ0(ω) (59)

ϕ41 (ω) =
π

2
+ arctan

(
Lω
R0

)
− ϕ0(ω) (60)

with:

ϕ0(ω) =


arctan

[
(R20C + L)ω

2R0 − R0LCω2

]
+

arctan

[ [
R20(C + 2C0)+ L

]
ω

R0
[
2− L(C + 2C0)ω2

]]
 . (61)

D. GD RESPONSE EXPRESSIONS
The GD associated to the signal propagating from port Ê
to ports Ë, Ì and Í the resistorless H-tree can be written
compactly as:

GD2
1(ω) =

∂ϕ0(ω)
∂ω

(62)

GD3
1(ω) = −

∂ϕ31 (ω)

∂ω
(63)

GD4
1(ω) = −

∂ϕ41 (ω)

∂ω
(64)

GD4
3(ω) = −

∂ϕ43 (ω)

∂ω
. (65)

For the sake of mathematical complexity, the analytical
expressions of these GDs will not be explored in the present
section. However, an investigation on the transmission coef-
ficient susceptible to generate the BP NGD function will be
proposed in the next subsection.

E. IDENTIFICATION OF CANONICAL FORM
By identification of the adequate transmission coefficient
with the TF canonical form introduced in equation (34),
we can forecast the BP NGD function. Among the different
transmission coefficients, we can expect the canonical for-
mula from the following decomposition:

S31 (s) = T (s) · T0(s) (66)

with:

T (s) =

R0L(C + C0)s2+[
L + R20(C + C0)

]
s+ 2R0

2R0 + R0L(C + 2C0)s2

+(L + (C + 2C0)R20)s

(67)

T0(s) =
2R0C+C0)
(C+2C0)

CLR0s2 + (L + CR20)s+ 2R0
(68)

The first quantity can be identified by the characteristic
parameters:

ωη =
L + R20(C + C0)

R0L(C + C0)
(69)

ωψ =
L + (C + 2C0)R20
R0L(C + 2C0)

. (70)

We can assume the other last canonical form parameters as:

ω0 =
2R0

R0L(C + C0)
. (71)

At this frequency, the H-tree GD given in equation (40)
becomes:

GD(ω0)=
2R30LC0(C + 2C0)[

L + R20(C + C0)
] [
L + R20(C + 2C0)

] . (72)

To verify the BP NGD analysis feasibility, simulation and
experimental results will be presented in the next subsection.

V. DISCUSSION ON CALCULATED, SIMULATED AND
EXPERIMENTED RESULTS
The relevance of the TAN NGD theory established in the
previous section is verified in the present one. A POC of
resistorless H-tree circuit will be considered for the validation
study. The modelling will be based on the calculation with
MATLAB R© implementation of the previously established S-
parameters, phases, and GDs in equations (25), (26) and (27),
respectively. Then, the results will be compared with simula-
tions and measurements. The simulations are performed in
the schematic environment of the electronic circuit designer
and simulator ADS R© from Keysight Technologies R©.

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESISTORLESS
H-TREE POC PROTOTYPES
The POC schematic of the resistorless H-tree circuit is
presented in Fig. 5(a). The POC circuit schematic was
parametrized with arbitrary chosen values in order to demon-
strate the feasibility of the BP NGD function. The H-tree
circuit was designed and fabricated with lumped L and
C components. The photograph of the tested prototype is
displayed by Fig. 5(b). The PCB is implemented on Cu-
metalized FR4 dielectric substrate in hybrid technology.
It is noteworthy that in difference to the existing NGD cir-
cuits [12]–[16], we emphasize that this H-circuit prototype is
originally designed as a four-port PCB which is only consti-
tuted by reactive components with no resistive element. The
parameters of POC constituting the fabricated H-tree PCB
prototype are indicated in Table 2.

The following subsection examines the obtained validation
results.

B. DISCUSSION ON THE BP NGD VALIDATION RESULTS
By using the modelled, simulated and fabricated POC proto-
type, we studied the results of the tests. Different verifications
with the resistorless and symmetric LC-network H-tree topol-
ogy is investigated in the present subsection. The BP NGD
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FIGURE 5. (a) Schematic and (b) photograph of the resistorless H-tree
prototype.

TABLE 2. Parameters of the components constituting the H-Tree PCB
prototype.

function validation is discussed after the description of the
experimental setup.

1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP DESCRIPTION
Similar to the classical RF and microwave circuits, the NGD
tests of the H-tree circuit proposed in Figs. 6 were carried
out based on the four-port S-parameter analysis. The mea-
surement was done with a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)
as illustrated by the experimental setup shown in the photo-
graph of Figs. 5. The employed four-port VNA is referenced
ENA Series E5071C from Keysight Technologies R© which
has frequency band delimited from 9 kHz to 8.5 GHz.
The S-parameter measurement test was made under SOLT
calibration.

The next paragraphs are focused on the results of the
reflection and transmission coefficients added with the GD
comparisons.

FIGURE 6. Configuration of the resistorless H-tree prototype
experimental setup.

2) REFLECTION S-PARAMETER RESULTS
Comparisons of the simulated (‘‘Sim.’’), measured (‘‘Meas.’’)
and calculated (‘‘Calc.’’) reflection coefficient results, S11 =
S22 and S33 = S44 , of the H-tree circuit POC are examined in
the present paragraph. The different responses are displayed
in blue solid, black dashed and red dotted curves of Figs. 7.
The validation S-parameter analyses were presented in the
frequency band from 50 kHz to 27 MHz. The corresponding
results of S11 = S22 and S33 = S44, are plotted in Fig. 7(a) and
in Fig. 7(b), respectively. We can emphasize that the H-tree
POC TAN calculated reflection coefficients are in very good
correlation with the simulation and measured result in the
considered frequency band of the study. The slight differences
of less than 0.5 dB mainly due to the tolerances and the
parasitic effects of the used components.
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FIGURE 7. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
reflection coefficients of the H-tree circuit prototype: (a) S1

1 = S2
2 and

(b) S3
3 = S4

4.

To complete the S-parameter verification, we will also
compare in the following paragraph the transmission coef-
ficients between the different ports of the H-tree circuit.

3) TRANSMISSION S-PARAMETER RESULTS
Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show the plots of the transmission
coefficients, S21 and S

3
1 , of the tested H-tree prototype, respec-

tively. In addition, the transmission parameters through the
other ports, S41 and S43 , are also displayed in Fig. 9(a) and
in Fig. 9(b). As expected, a good agreement between the
transmission parameters are observed in the considered fre-
quency range. These results confirm the effectiveness of the
TAN modelling for predicting the S-parameter responses of
the H-tree topology.

To verify the BP NGD behavior, the GD responses were
also compared in the following paragraph.

4) GD RESULTS
The simulated, measured and calculated GDs expressed in
equations (50), (51), (52) and (53), of the H-tree circuit pro-
totype were plotted. Those associated to transmission coeffi-
cients, S21 , S

4
1 and S43 are displayed in Fig. 10(a), Fig. 10(b)

and Fig. 10(c), respectively. It can be pointed out that these
comparative results present a very good agreement. How-
ever, the GDs are all having positive values from 50 kHz
to 27 MHz. However, the comparative plots of simulated,
measured and calculated GDs displayed in Fig. 10 confirm
the observation of the BP NGD aspect. We can characterize
the simulated and calculated BP NGD responses with NGD
center frequency of approximately f0 = 3.6 MHz and GD

FIGURE 8. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
transmission coefficients of the H-tree circuit prototype: (a) S21 = S43
and (b) S31 = S42.

FIGURE 9. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
transmission coefficients of the H-tree circuit prototype: (a) S4

1 = S3
2 and

(b) S3
4 = S4

3.

value of about GD0 = −6 ns. Nevertheless, we have fluc-
tuation of the measured results compared to the simulated
and calculated ones. The imperfections of the experimental
results can be explained by the VNA measurement noises
which are more significant when the operating frequency is
lower than 50 MHz.

The overall results of calculations, simulations and mea-
surements uphold that the BP NGD function can be
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FIGURE 10. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
GDs from transmission coefficients, (a) S2

1, (a) S4
1 and (a) S4

3 of the H-tree
circuit prototype.

TABLE 3. Comparison of BP NGD specifications from the GD associated
to transmission coefficient S3

1.

implemented with resistorless and symmetrical H-tree circuit
introduced in Figs. 5.

5) DISCUSSION ON THE CALCULATED, SIMULATED AND
MEASURED NGD PERFORMANCES
The previous BP NGD validation of the resistorless and sym-
metric LC-network H-tree topology leads to the discussion on
the parameters. Table 3 addresses the different values of the
simulated, calculated andmeasuredNGDparameters.We can
point out that the attenuation loss is close to 6.6 dB around the
NGD center frequency. But the reflection losses are slightly
less than 7 dB.

In the next step of the study, the optimization technique
of the four-port NGD circuit will be developed in order to
ensure the BP NGD function with respect to the constraints
between the reflection and transmission losses.

C. SENSIVITY STUDY OF L AND C COMPONENT
VARIATIONS
The robustness of the BP NGD function with the resistor-
less H-tree with respect to the +/−5% relative variation of

FIGURE 11. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
GDs from transmission coefficient, S3

1 of the H-tree circuit prototype.

each component nominal value was studied. The following
paragraphs described the obtained results with the mappings
of the GD and S-parameters, S11 , S

3
1 and S33 related to the

connection between port 1 and port 3 where we have the NGD
behavior.

1) INFLUENCE OF L
Fig. 12 shows the mapping of the GD versus the couple of
variables (f ,L) by varying only one of the inductance in
the arm of the resistorless H-tree. The frequency x-axis is
presented in logarithmic scale for the better presentation in
the considered range of the frequency. During this sensitivity
analysis (SA), the inductance was linearly varied from Lmin =
5.225 nH and Lmax = 5.775 nH.We can see that the BP NGD
behavior is conserved in the range of+/−5% variation of the
inductance.

FIGURE 12. Mapping of GD related transmission coefficient, S3
1

versus (f , L).

Furthermore, the associated reflection and transmission
coefficients are mapped in Figs. 13 in semi-logarithmic scale
like for the GD. We can see an absolute variation of the
magnitudes of S-parameters less than 1 dB.

2) INFLUENCE OF C
As a second SA, Fig. 14 shows the mapping of the H-tree
GD versus the couple of variables (f ,C). The frequency
xaxis is presented in logarithmic scale. In this case, the one
of lateral capacitor of the H-tree was linearly varied from
Cmin = 9.5 pF and Cmax = 10.5 pF. Hence, the cartographies
of the associated S-parameters are displayed in Figs. 15. It can
be understood with all the mappings, the variations of the BP
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FIGURE 13. Mappings of (a) S3
1, (b) S1

1 and (c) S3
3 magnitudes versus (f , L).

FIGURE 14. Mapping of GD related transmission coefficient, S3
1

versus (f , C).

FIGURE 15. Mappings of (a) S3
1, (b) S1

1 and (c) S3
3 magnitudes versus (f , C).

NGD parameters are not significant with respect to the SA
of C .

3) INFLUENCE OF C0
In this last case of SA, the influence of C0 is studied.
Fig. 16 depicts the influence to the GD response versus

FIGURE 16. Mapping of GD related transmission coefficient, S3
1 versus

(f , C0).

FIGURE 17. Mappings of (a) S3
1, (b) S1

1 and (c) S3
3 magnitudes versus

(f , C0).

the couple of variables (f ,C0). In this study, the coupling
capacitor was linearly varied from C0 min = 2.09 nF and
C0 max = 2.31 nF.
We can point out from the cartography of Fig. 16 that this

coupling capacitor variation changes slightly the NGD cut-
off frequencies. The corresponding S-parameters are shown
in Figs. 17. We can see that the variations of the transmission
and reflection coefficients are not significant with the+/−5%
relative variation of C0.

VI. CONCLUSION
An innovative BP NGD analysis of a four-port symmet-
ric lumped circuit is investigated. The considered four-port
topology is constituted by resistorless and symmetric H-tree
using LC-passive network. The multi-port topology theory
is established by the S-parameter modelling. The analytical
model was determined based on the TAN formalism. The
methodology of the BP NGD analysis is described with all
the analytical expressions constituting the different steps.

The feasibility study of the BP NGD behavior is ver-
ified with an H-tree circuit prototype. The resistorless
H-tree POC is implemented with commercial components.
The S-parameter results from analytical calculation, simu-
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lation and measurement are compared. The simulation was
performed with a commercial tool and the measurement was
generated from the VNA test. As expected, a very good agree-
ment between the reflection and transmission coefficients
through the different ports of the H-tree circuit is observed.
Then, the BPNGD analysis is validated with the GD response
between port 1 and port 3 of the H-tree circuit prototype.

The proposed resistorless BP NGD topology is potentially
useful to avoid the attenuation loss induced by the resistor
component. As proposed in [38]–[40], the main applications
NGD circuit is the equalization of signal delay or the correc-
tion of the signal synchronization inmulti-port electronic sen-
sors. An example of sensor signal prediction frommechanical
actions which can be extended to megahertz frequency range
is demonstrated in reference [40].
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